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By Otto Waldorf 
Spartan Daily 
Staff  Writer 
President Robert 
L. Caret appointed 
James P. 
Walsh  interim 
academic
 
vice president of San Jose 
State Univer-
sity and announced the appointment 
Monday at a 
meeting  of the Academic 
Senate.
 
Walsh is dean 
of
 the College of Social 
Sciences and a professor of history. 
Caret 
said










Daily  Staff Writer 
For students who ere at 
the end of their rope 
in deal-
ing with campus bureaucracy, 
there's someone they can 
turn
 
to at San Jose State Univer-
sity  the ombudsman. 
The  ombudsman serves as 
"an Impartial mediating agent 
between two disputing 
parties
 
on campus," said S. T. Saffold, 
ombudsman for 
SJSU. 
The ombudsman hears com-
plaints about 
grades,  petitions, 
discrimination, unfair policies, 
or other institutional obstacles
 
that confront students. 
The issues, which are 
all han-
dled confidentially, are 
brought  
to the ombudsman by students, 
Saffold said. 
Saffold has heard complaints 
about grades, lost tests, missed 
fee deadlines, impacted depart-
ments, lost library books, park-
ing problems and others during 
his 12 years as ombudsman at 
SJSU. 
"I hear the complaint, gather 
whatever evidence I can, get 
the other side, and then make a 
neutral judgment as to whether 
there has been some 
unfair-
ness," Saffold said. 
"I try to resolve the issues 
informally, starting at the 
low-
est level
 of authority, and work-
ing 
upward  as necessary," he 
said. "If the student should 
receive a refund from cashier-
ing, I'll start with the 
cashiering  
supervisor first." 
However, the ombudsman 
cannot resolve every problem. 
See 
Saffold,  page 10 




interest in being a 
candidate for the per-
manent 
position.  
He also said that 
many of the candi-
dates nominated and 
subsequently contact-
ed by him declined to 
serve as interim. 
Walsh 
Walsh, 
attending  the meeting
 as an 
Academic 
Senator, would not 
talk to 






 Caret recalled 
his own 
experience  in that capacity. 
"I served in an 
acting role  three 
times in my 
career,  and it's a very diffi-
cult role," he 
said,  emphasizing that 
the 
position  was one of leadership.
 He 
also said that the 
person selected 
would need
 to be someone 
with  "the 
breadth 
of experience 
necessary  to 
jump into the job. 
"We cannot 
wait  even one 
semester  
on some of 
these  issues 
that
 are before 
us," Caret said,
 regarding the
 need to 
fill the 
position  and move 
on. 
After  naming Walsh 
interim  academ-




















ing pads which 
enhance  body chemistry, and even ear can-
dles used for the ancient 
process
 of ear cleaning, could be 
purchased  at the Whole Life Expo in downtown San Jose 
last weekend. Stephen Kotwicki takes a catnap while he 
waits
 in line 
to 
inquire
 about a tea from 
the  
Orient that he 
hopes will 
help him with his hair loss. 
RIGHT: Stephanie Hoffman takes in a 
repostunng  dynamics 
massage from Aaron Parnell of Phyziquest, The Center for 
Mid -Life 
Re
-engineering. The massage will help relieve 
Hoffman's  physical stress and improve her posture. The 
repostunng
 dynamics  system can also promote 
weight  loss 
and increase height. 






declining  attendance 








Daily  Stall Writer 
Preparing for San Jose State 












But African Step Show 
Coun-
cil  President 






Auditorium  will 
attract






"We  used to 
draw
 3,000 to 
4,000 
people  in the 
Event 
Center,"  Lang 








Lang  said the Step Show 
origi-
nally wasn't a 
competition,  but 
a 





organizations  sang," 
said Lang, 
who Is a 
fraternity  
member
 of one 
of




Psi Phi. "We all got 
together 





for  this year's Step 
Show,
 which Lang 
said
 has been 
performed at SJSU 
since 1979, is 
"Meeting
 the 
Challenge  of 
Change." 
For Lang and the 
other mem-




 Is a fitting 
reminder  of 
the  
challenges
 that lie ahead. 
Although it 










 African Step 
Show 










crowds to the drop
 in black stu-
dent 
enrollment  and a 
general-
ized fear 








point  was when 
black 
enrollment 
went  down," 
Lang said. "It 
took away the 
See Step
 dance,
















































than I, is a gentleman . he will pro-
vide the kind of background and expe-
rience I 
described,"  he said. 
Caret also used the meeting as an 
opportunity 
to
 discuss his manage-
ment style. 
"I do not believe
 in top-down man-
agement,  I do not come in and mandate 
change. What 
I try to do is come in and 
help catalyze the changes required," he 









By Linda Taaffe 
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter 
A silver -haired woman sat 
motionless, posing for  a por-
trait of herself as she
 appeared 
in 
a past life. Nearby, a raspy-
voiced woman boasted the 
benefits of marijuana 
and 
"healthy" 
cigarettes. A senior 
citizen tried to curb an eating 
disorder
 by listening to a self-
help tape. 
Such was the scene over the 
weekend at the World Health 
Expo at the Parkside Hall in 
downtown San Jose. 
An estimated 10,000 people 
flocked to the second annual 
exposition, where more than 
200 
exhibitors  and 120 speak-
ers peddled healing stones, 
crystals, 
vitamins, herbs and 
books on how 
to meet soul -
mates.  
At one booth, hungry specta-
tors could buy a "not dog." the 
meatless counterpart of the 
hot dog. 
The large turnout was no 
surprise to Gregory Roberts, 
associate director of this year's 
event. "More (New Age) alter-
natives are being 
embraced  by 
the mainstream each year," 
Roberts said. 
Though the turn of the 20th 
century brought us into the era 
of modern medicine, a growing 
segment of the American popu-
lation is abandoning
 prescrip-
tion cures for New Age reme-
dies. 
Americans are spending 
mil-
lions of dollars each year on 
See New 
Age.  page 10 
_J 












 Daily Stall %inter 
The San Jose 
State  Univer-
sity 
Student  Health Center 
wants to see you
 in latex today, 
Valentine's Day. 
In 
celebration  of the day of 
love, which coincidentally 
ar-
rives on National





is providing free 
information  to 
foster safe sex 
among students. 
The Co-op will set up a table in 
front of the
 Student Union from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today. 
"The bad news is, there 
are  
still a lot of people not using 
condoms," said peer educator 
Patrick Hogan. "There are a lot 
of people who 
don't realize the 
66 
There are a lot of 
people who don't 
realize the 
consequences (of 





peer Mu( an, 
 11 
consequences (of unsafe sex) 
can be really bad. It can be any-
thing from death, to a disease 
that leaves you sterile." 
Educators 
at the condom 
table will sell a variety of con-
doms, lubricants and






within heart -shaped 
balloons
 for $1. The Co-op 
also  
offers condom 
gift  baskets at 
bargain 
prices.  




 safe sex, how to 
avoid discomfort when using 
condoms  and how to increase 




"People have a hard time 






 having sex," 
See
 Condoms, 
page  9 
2 Tuesday,






 Day is pretty
 lame
 




hooray  for love
 and happi-
ness  and 
everything






 that holidays like 
Valentine's 
Day were 
created  by 
the card industry.
 If not by the 
card industry,
 the flower industry 
or the 




Valentine's Day, created to sell 
cards, is used to sell everything 






 come to mind which I 
associate with Valentine's Day; this 
ability is the 
result of 
years of cultural 
saturation.  Hearts, 
Cupid,
 chocolate, romance, love,
 blah, blah, blah. 
Then there's always the 
Sports Illustrated 
swimsuit special. Ahh, the 
thought  of a bunch of 
homey men watching 
anorexic  women wearing 
practically nothing 
defines  Valentine's Day. At 
least that's what a Bay Area 
station  wants us to 
think. 
I can smell the stale 
cigar smoke and the sweet 
stench of Budweiser just
 thinking about it. Well 
now, that brings on a 
whole  new dimension to 
Valentine's Day, the smell. 
And when the perfume industry cranks up the 
ad campaign this time of year, the olfactory sens-
es know
 to gear up for  some smelly people around 
campus. 
Yes, there are a lot of things 
about  Valentine's 
Day I don't like. The day just seems to resembles 
someone telling 
their dog to sit. 
"Love, Joey! Love!" 
"Buy the one you love roses," the florist tells 
us. 
"Buy the
 one you love some smelly perfume," 
naked people on T.V. tell us. 
if you've got no one to love,
 watch the Sports 
Illustrated swimsuit special and fall in love," a net-
work 
tells  us. 
And you can sit back and watch the exhibition 
of pavlovian 
excellence.  
It's almost frivolous to attack such a blatantly 
Writers Forum 
commercial "day," but something 
about it really irks me. Perhaps 
it's because I've always 
felt this 




did  you get your girl-
friend for Valentine's Day?" a 
friend asks. 
"Love and
 devotion beyond the 
end of time," I reply. 
"Oh," he says. "I gave 
mine  a 
dozen roses." 
And what does $125 worth of 
roses tell your significant other? 
I've got cash to blow on flowers I could've grown 





Whatever happened to the easy days of grade 
school when we could get some cheap cards, fill it 
out in crayon, and put it in a paper sack taped to 
someone's  desk? 
"Ah, but a diamond ring 
says so much more!" 
we are told. 
As I heard a commercial say, "It doesn't 
matter  




Love your mom today, appreciate your secre-
tary today, go buy a flag today ... 
It's just strange that we need these days as 
some sort of reminder, and 
they come to us pack-
aged and ready for sale. 
I've never really been the model consumer; 
perhaps that best explains 
my
 skepticism. 
Something about the attempt to marry genuine 
human emotions and 
consumerism  strikes the 
wrong cord with me. 
Anyway, happy
 Valentine's Day. 

















"If all mankind minus one, 
were of one opinion, and only 
one person were of the 
contrary
 
opinion, mankind would be no 
more 
justified in silencing that 
one person, than he, if he had 
the power, would be justified in 
silencing mankind." 
 John Stuart Mill, 
"On Liberty" (1850) 
The 
representation  of a broad 
range of opinions is as impor-
tant to a 
democracy as the right 
to vote, and the Spartan Daily is 
committed to 
sharing  diverse 
opinions with the community it 
serves. 
Information superhighway a 
virtual community 
While some fear that society's
 disadvan-
taged will be 
kept off the information 




Ten years ago, when I first 
ventured
 
onto the local on-line systems using my 
Apple II Plus 
computer and 300 baud 
modem. I found a virtual community. The 
local computer bulletin board systems 
were maintained as free services
 by hobby-
ists for all to 
enjoy. 
On line, people shared humor, ideas,
 
political thoughts. and personal insights. 
One on-line political debate over anarchy 
theory
 lasted for more than a year. 
The on line community
 was, and still is, 
a very 
special  place. Anyone can join and 
be accepted as an equal without regard to 
race,  religion or disability. On line, only 
your words represent you. 
People
 use "handles," on-line nick-
names. to 
represent  themselves on line. 
Tony Andrews signed his posted messages 
with the handle,
 "Wheelman." 
I remember getting to know Tony 
on-
line through his messages.
 One could 
always expect to find some new  
jo!:es  or 
interesting messages from Tony when 
call -






called  in using a second-hand 





 Long after oth-
ers had begun to upgrade
 to expensive 
DOS 
machines  with Windows, Tony 
contin-




 "Wheelman," became a 
friend.  
Part of 
what makes the on line world
 a spe-
cial  place is the people, like
 Tony, you 
meet there, people you 
might  never talk to 
or 




 calling in, 
many





 queries, we 
learned  the 
sad news of 
his death. 
In reading about his passing, many of us 
learned for the first time 
that Tony 
Andrews was a disabled Vietnam
 veteran. 
Tony, who most of us knew as "Wheelman," 
called in from his wheelchair. 
The on line world had opened up a 
whole new world for Tony Andrews, and it 
allowed a lot of us to get to know this fine 
man. 
I miss my friend Tony Andrews. It's 
been a lonelier place on-line since he left us 
in December
 1993. 
One can join the virtual community with 
inexpensive, second hand equipment, as 
Tony did. You can go on line and have 
your voice heard. You won't be judged by 
who you are or what you look like,
 only on 
what you have to say. 
I think we have a lot to look forward to 
with the new on-line world opening up to 
US. 









This is a 
great  day, n'est pas? I'm 
expecting an onslaught of flowers, a bottle 
of my favorite champagne (don't drink and 





 roommate is in 
Florida for the week. I can't wait to get 
home.  
Despite my bliss, which many find 
annoying, I see gloomy faces each time this 
holiday comes around. There are 
people  
out there  with and without lovers  
who think St. Valentine's Day is a crock. 
While there 
have been times when I've 
agreed with them, I see no reason to acqui-
esce to 
the doldrums. 
February is host to hundreds of other 
interesting holidays and celebrations 
besides The Day of Love. 
For example, this day marks the sixth 
anniversary  of the day Iranian leader 
Ayatollah  Khomeini 
called on Muslims
 to 
kill author Salman Rushdie. The following 
day, the Ayatollah offered a $1 
million 
reward for Rushdie's murder. Behold  
this is the kind of thing you can
 really cele-
brate if you're grumpy. 
For the more fuzzy-wuzzy group, there's 
the 
annual  Hug -In, held across the nation. 
Today, we're supposed to 
hug as many 
people as we 










The  idea gives
 me tooth 
decay. 
This 
day  also begins
 National 
Condom  
Week,  which 
is good. I 







Listen  up: Use a 
condom.  And 
don't drink and drive. 
Oregon
 became the 33rd 
state in the U.S 
on this 
day  in 1859. This 
is
 also Jack 
Benny's 




 Today also marks 
the birth of one of 
my heroes, journalist 
Carl Bernstein. 
And today is Race 
Relations  Day, a day 
designed by several churches
 to recognize 
the importance of 
interracial  relations. 
February Is a great month. Just a few 
days ago, on Feb. 10, we celebrated the 
98th anniversary of the day  the slogan "All 
the News That's Fit to Print" appeared on 
page one of The New York Times. 
Feb. 11 marked the fifth anniversary of 
the release of Nelson Mandela from the 
Victor Verster prison farm at Paarl, South 
Africa. 
If this were 
a leap year, many men could 
look forward to 
National  Bachelors Day, a 
day of supposed immunity for unmarried 
men. 
Historically,  bachelors are regarded 




This month also commemorates Nixon's 
1972 trip
 to China, and the birthdays of Zsa 
Zsa Gabor, Charles Dickens, Ronald Reagan 
and New 
Yorker  magazine. It's also 
Humpback
 Whale Awareness Month, 
Develop Your Self -Esteem Month and 
Grapefruit  Month. It's the month that states 
ratified the income tax amendment. Now 
there's something we 
can really celebrate. 
And finally, If you're looking for some-
thing to do tonight, this
 month is National 
Return Shopping 
Carts  to the Supermarket 
Month.  Use your imagination. 
Cristo' Guderjahn
 








 page through a Letter to 




 to the Editor 
may  be 
up to 200 words 
responding  to 
an issue  or point of view
 that 




 Viewpoint is a 
300 to 500 word essay on cur-
rent 
campus,




property of the Spartan Daily 
and may be edited for clarity, 
grammar, libel and/or length. 
Any 
submission  must contain 
the author's name, address, 
phone number, signature and 
major. 
A Letter to the Editor or 
Campus
 Viewpoint must be 
typed
 or submitted on a 
3.5 inch 
disk using
 Microsoft Word on 
the Macintosh. 
When  submitting 
on 
disk, please provide a print-
out of the piece.
 
Letters 
or Viewpoints may be 
put in the Letters 
to the Editor 
box at the 
Spartan  Daily office in 
Dwight
 Bentel Hall room 209, 
sent
 by fax to (408) 
924-3237,  or 
mailed
 to the Spartan Daily Form 
Editor, School of Journalism and 
Mass Communications, San Jose 
State 
University, One 
Washington Square, San Jose, 
Ca, 95192. 
Opinion pieces appearing on 
this page do not necessarily
 
reflect the views of the Spartan 
Daily, the School of Journalism 
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 Speaker Derek Weeks 
from
 
Wireless  Access 
6:30p.m.-8p.m. 
Student
 Union Costanoan Room. 
Alpha 
Omicron
 Pi sorority 
Valentine Social w/ Theta Chi 
fraternity 
6p.m.  - 7:30p.m. 
Alpha Omicron 
Pi house. 





Deepening Your Friendship 
with Christ (part 7:30p.m. 
Student Union Almaden Room,  
Call 
279-5790.  
Beta Alpha Psi 
Pledge Si icial 3p.m.4p.m. Student 
thin
 Coganoan Rm. Cal 788600. 
Career Planning & 
Placement  
Advanced
 Interview Techniques 
for Business 
Majors 2p.m. 
Student Union Umunhum 
Room. 
and Clarer Library Tour
 1:30p.m. 
Business
 Cla.ssnxmts, Rm. 13 
and Mock 
Interviews 12:30p.m. 
and 2:30p.m. Sign up 
in Business 
Classrooms,
 Rm. 13. Call 
924-6033.  




lp.m.  - 4p.m. 
230 S. 10th 
St.  Call 998-9113. 
Clube  Lusitania 
Meeting: "Linguica Taste 
Test"  
I2noon 
Student  Union 
Montalvo 






 Sale 8:11rant 
In Front of Student 
Union. 
Hospitality  






12 noon and 3p.m.
 industrial 
Studies, Roonat9. 














Improvised Musk Studies 
Mariachi  Workshop
 7p.m.-9:30p.m. 





 and available to students. 
fa 
Entries may be 




 Delta Sorority 
Valentine's 
Day Lunch 
12noon. 278 S. 10th Street. 
and Girls Night Out 
- Dinner 
at Spaghetti Factory 
5:30p.m. 















11th St. 279-9860. 



















 Marrow Drive 









Group  for Re-
entry 
Students.  12noon-lp.m. 
Administration
 Bldg., Rm. 269. 
San Jose 







in Poetry & 
Music  5:30p.m. 
383 S. First Street. Call 
924-4456.  
School





 Art Room 133. 
and 
Student
 Gallery Art 
Receptions
 6p.m.-8p.m. 







Meeting to discuss Earth Day, 
Restoration.  Washington Square 
Hall, Room 115. 
























Career Flaming & Placement 
Career
 Library Tour 12:30p.m. 







Careers in Finance; Guest 
Speaker 
4:30p.m.-5:45p.m.  
Student Union, Guadalupe 
Room. 
Call  248-6061. 




Meeting  4:30p.m. 
Student Union Montalvo Room 
Call 924-3508. 
Kappa
 Delta Sorority 
Mystery 
Mansion
 - come and 
solve a "murder mystery" 
7p.m. Kappa Delta house. Call 
279-9035. 
Kappa  Sigma Fraternity 
Continuous Rush through 
Friday. Stop by or call. 
168 S. 11th St. 279-9860. 
Library Donations & Sales 
On-going Book Sale 10a.m.-2p.m. 
Wahlquist Library 
North, 




MIS Club - Management 
Information  Systems 




Nu Alpha Kappa 
Informational
 Meeting 7p.m. 





Meeting  2:30p.m. 
Student Union Almaden 
Room.  Call 262-6637. 
S.L.A.P. - Students in 
League  for Alternative 
Pleasures 
First Meeting 4:30p.m.-5:30p.m 




staff assomationa Deadline 
is 5pm two days before publication  Forms 











SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - 
A 
battalion 
chief  and firefighters 
went to a college for an inspec-
tion and stayed for a basketball 
game, drawing a reprimand 
from superiors alerted by a 
retired firefighter in the crowd. 
The crew - one officer, three 
firefighters, a battalion chief 
and his driver - "got wrapped 
up in the game" after going to 
the University of San 
Francisco 
to check for fire code violations 
at the event, Deputy Fire Chief 
James Olson 
said.  
The Jan. 6 match between 
Cathedral 
Sacred  Heart and St. 
Ignatius high schools drew
 
more than 5,000. 
The department
 reprimanded 
the crew after receiving a writ-
ten complaint from 
a retired 
firefighter who 
was  at the game 
and an 
inquiry from the San 
Francisco  Examiner. 
Olson said there 
is no written 




 at a job -related 
event but acknowledged 
the 
battalion 
chief,  whose name he 
wouldn't
 reveal, shouldn't have 




radios during the game and 
























Leadership  Experience 
Excellent  Resume 
Credentials  
Applications 
available  in the 
Associated 
Students  Office 
8:00am - 5:00pm : 3rd Floor  - Student Union : 





























(AP)  - The 
Illinois 
couple  who 
have  raised 
Baby 
Richard since 
he was born 
nearly  four years








 to retain 
custody










Court  ruling 
that  gave 
custody
 of Richard 
to the bio-
logical 





tody  before the 









raised him since 
he 
was 4 days old, identified only 
as John and Jane Doe, 
are free 
to file an appeal. 
The court turned down re-














delay the effect of a 
Jan. 25 Illinois 
Supreme Court 
ruling that 
gave Otakar Kirchner 
custody of 
his  son. 
Kirchner's
 lawyer, Loren Hei-
nemann, 





 claim that we've 
been 
fighting for for four 
years."  
Heinemann 
did not say 
whether
 his client would seek to 
take custody of the boy soon or 
wait for a 




tragedy that they've 
stalled 





 you just 
going to 
sit  back and let this 
sit-
uation bleed some more? 
At 
some 
point, with every wound
 
you 




















human services who 
are  
eager to hire for
 part-time, 
full-time,
 summer, co-op, 













 attire and 
resumes 
are  not required, 















by the SJSU 
Career  Center 




 regard to 
race.  
color. 











The School of Law at Santa Clara 
University
 offers a one-year certificate to 
supplement your diploma and
 prepare you for the world of work! Your B.A. 
degree guarantees admission to the 
program.
 (AA degree meets minimal 
requirements.)  
Join one of the fastest 
growing  career fields in the country; 
complete  your 
training in 
one year; be involved in the study of law! 
Graduate as a Paralegal from The Institute for 
Paralegal Education, 
Santa Clara University! 
JOIN US 
FOR AN INFORMATIONAL MEETING,
 FEBRUARY 16, 1995, 
5:30  - 7:30PM,ALUMNI SCIENCE 
BUILDING,  ROOM 102, SCU 
CAMPUS.
 
(OFF EL CAMINO 
REAL
 OR ENTER FROM 
FRANKLIN  ST.) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT EMALIE 
ORTEGA,
 PARALEGAL 
DIRECTOR. PHONE (408)554-4535 OR 
FAX  (408)554-5188. 
P  
4 
Tuesda),  Februar) 14, 1995 















 (AP)  The 
suburban  East San 
Fernando  
Valley,









two weeks after a white
 
man shot a 
Hispanic  graffiti van-
dal to death there,  the late
-night 
confrontation
 has become the 
latest symbol of racial and gen-
erational tensions that are 
wrenching many areas of Los 
Angeles. 
William Andrew Masters shot 
Cesar Arce, 18, 
to
 death, wound-
ed David Hillo, 20  and hasn't 
been charged with any crime.
 
The 35-year -old bit
-part  actor 
was on 
his  customary walk just 
past midnight on Jan.
 31 when 
he stumbled
 on Hillo and Arce 
spray -painting the mark of their 
club on 
a freeway overpass. 
Masters wrote down their 
license plate 
number,
 but the 
two demanded the piece of 
paper and he handed it over. 
Then, as Masters tells it, Hillo 
pulled a screwdriver and Arce 
approached from behind as 
Masters tried to walk away. 
That's when he pulled his 9-mm 






Let a free cut, color,  
perm, facial and/or 
cosmetic
 makeover. Must 
have healthy hair and 
want an update to your 
look.  
First 
model  call is 
Feb. 23 
at 6:30 p.m. at the 
San Jose Hilton. 
For more 





was in fear of 
his life. 
The district attorney's office 
believed him and has declined 
to prosecute. 
That decision sent Hispanics 
into the streets to protest what 
they believe is a pattern of lax 
prosecution when they are the 
victims. 
A delegation of Hispanic
 law-
yers met with District Attorney 
Gil Garcetti on Friday to urge 
him to reconsider. 
They  warned 
they may tile a civil action to 
protest the alleged pattern. 
Garcetti, who is of Mexican 
descent, stood firm, saying he 
won't prosecute Masters unless 
he 
sees
 compelling new evi-
dence. 
In a twist that further angered 
Hispanics, the district attor-
ney's office said police had pre-
sented evidence that could 
result In murder charges against 
Hillo in Arce's death. 
The East San Fernando 
Valley's suburbs lie 15 miles 
northwest of downtown Los 
Angels but 
are within the city 
limits, as is most of the Valley. 
The symmetrical and mature 
communities with names like 
Panorama City and Sun Valley, 
recall the post -World War II era 
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Yet many of 
these communi-
ties have 
declined in recent 




 symbol of the 
slide is graffiti. The 
blight  seems 
to cover 
parks,  street signs, util-
ity poles, water pipes,
 and free-
way 
overpasses  at every turn. 
"It bothers me more than 
any-
thing I can 
think  of," said Dor-
een 
Turnham,  68, of nearby Van 




 Masters runs 
deep among 
longtime  residents, 
who 
called authorities and local 
talk shows
 en masse to pro-
claim 






 fought the graffiti 
invasion
 In recent years, going 
so far 
as
 to arm citizens with 
video cameras 
and radios to 
help authorities





have  tried 
everything from youth rehabili-
tation programs to ordinances 
directing 
merchants  to keep 
spray paint in 
display
 cases. 
There's a hot line 
where  citizens 
can 
report  vandals, and the city 
pays 
$500
 rewards for convic-
tions. 
"Masters was
 right," said one 
woman who
 has lived in the 
area since
 1975. She declined 
to 
give her name 
for  fear of retalia-
tion. 
She spoke 
underneath  a 
street sign that bore 
the mark of 
"CFK"  Arce's and Hillo's club, 
the Crew Forever Known. 
"I say it stands
 for Criminals, 
Fools and Kooks," she said. "It's 
like living in a pigsty.... (Graffiti 
vandals) are like dogs, like ani-
mals that spray to mark their 
territory." 
Both the woman and her 
elderly friend, who also 
refused
 
to give her name, blamed bad 
parenting for the 
rise
 of graffiti 
and other crimes. 
"Twenty or 30 years ago they 
would have
 been arrested, their 
parents
 would have been noti-
fied,
 and they would have been 




The North Hills resident was 
among the wave of people who 
moved to the Valley in the late 
1940s, drawn by safe and afford-
able housing. 
"It was gorgeous," she said. 
"There wasn't anything but 
orange trees and rural streets. 
And 
there was no crime that I 
knew about, and no racial ten-
sion." 
The two 
women  suggested 
that "the immigrants" were 
responsible, complaining that 
"Latinos have taken over the 
whole damned
 Valley." Hispan-
ics compose about 35 
percent  of 
the area's 
population.  
But, waving and smiling to a 
Hispanic 
man walking toward 
the  Strathern
 Street School, the 
first woman
 said: "That man is 
going to pick 
up
 his daughter 
like he does every day. So you 
can't just put them all in one 
category." 
"It doesn't matter if they're 
white skinheads, or Hispanic, or 
whatever," she said. "(Graffiti 
vandals are) hooligans, punks. 
They have no respect at all." 
Who are these "hooligans" 
leaving unintelligible street 
scrawl everywhere? 
Danny Guitterez, 18, said he 
dabbled  in tagging, but hung up 
the spray can three years ago. 
Still, he knows many of the tags 
and taggers on sight. 
"They want to get famous,
 so 
the girls go, 'Ahh," he said. 
They range from 
"party 
crews" that socialize together, 
to loose -knit crews like CFK that 
are affiliated with gangs, to true 
gangs. 
Masters, meanwhile, has 
vowed to 
continue his late-night 
walks, fully armed, even though 
the city attorney




him.  You need a 
license to carry a concealed 
weapon
 in Los Angeles and 
Masters has none. 
The actor, who referred to 
Arce and Hillo 







 him, "I am going 
to make sure I take as 
many
 of 




































 most of 
Proposition
 





 important and 
very reassuring
 to the immi-
grant  community," 
Mark Silver-
man,
 a lawyer 
with
 the Immi-
grant  Legal 
Resource  Center, 
said
 at a news conference.
 "The 
message
 is, keep 
your
 kids in 




The health and 
social  service 
provisions and the
 ban on edu-
cation through high school
 




issued Jan. 18 
by U.S. District Judge Mariana 
Pfaelzer of Los Angeles. 




authority  over 
immigration and may deny 
some immigrants benefits
 or 
hearings to which they are enti-
tled under federal law. 
Pfaelzer ordered 
the state to 
notify all affected
 agencies and 
order 
bulletins  posted 
for all 
recipients by 
Feb.  13 making it 
clear that 
Proposition  187 was 
not being enforced. 
Lawyers  for 
immigrants'
 rights groups had 
told her the passage
 of the mea-
sure had caused 
fear and confu-
sion among immigrants, despite 
immediate court 
orders  block-
ing its enforcement. 
San Francisco Superior Court 
Judge Stuart




week barring enforcement of 
the ban on public higher educa-
tion for illegal immigrants. 
The only provision of 
Prop-
osition 187 in effect increases 
previous criminal penalties for 








SAN DIEGO (AP)  A federal 
judge dismissed a lawsuit 
Monday by the state of Califor-
nia that attempted to recoup 
billions of dollars from the U.S. 
government  to cover the costs 
of 
serving
 illegal immigrants. 
U.S. District 
Court  Judge 
Judith Keep ruled that decisions
 
on how the federal government
 
guards its borders and spends 
its money on fighting illegal 
immigration should be handled 
by Congress and the president. 
"How the country is affected 
by border












 the test 
today,  





Take a 21/2 
or
 3 hour lest, 
proctored 
exactly  like the 





 of your 
test -taking strengths and 
weaknesses. 
Bet strategies from Kaplan teachers 
that will help yen ace the exam on test day. 
Don't miss out on this cost-free, 
risk.free
 opportunity. 
Cali 1400-KAP-TEST  to 







mate concerns," Keep 
said
 
before issuing her ruling. 
Her opinion 
echoed one 
reached in Florida, where
 a sim-
ilar lawsuit was 
dismissed last 
December. 
The  states of Texas, 
Arizona, New
 Jersey and New 
York have 






 to secure its
 bor-
ders 
has  allowed thousands
 of 
illegal immigrants


















 said in a 
statement 
Monday.
 "We will 
appeal  this 
decision
 ... all the 









































































payers  $2.4 
billion a 
year,  said 
Eugene 
















each  service, but
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Zoltan  will 
leave  her Towson 
State job in May 
By Nora Profit
 Ross 












is not a 
very 
90s thing
 to do. 
But 







wife  of 





Robert  L. 
Caret,  is 
doing  just that.
 
Zoltan  is 
























career  move. 





 for a spouse when
 a 
new employee is 
asked to relocate,
 but 
Zoltan said no 
such
 stipulation was 
nego-
tiated to include her. 
Zoltan, who 
graduated  from Johns 
Hopkins
 University in 1983, received
 her 
bachelor's,




Her credentials include a Johns
 Hopkins 
University Fellowship, two summer 
facul-
ty fellowships at the Goddard Space 
Flight 
Center in Greenbelt, Md., and the receipt 
of the Outstanding Young Woman Of 
America Award in 1986. 
Her graduate study  
concentration 
included human factors engineering and 
advanced 
experimental  design (statistics). 
Zoltan began 
teaching  at Towson in 1983 
when she also worked 
as a principal 
investigator for the Army Research Office 
in 






the  move a 
wonderful
 adventure. I 
always  look to the next 
challenge.  
Elizabeth Zoltan 
144k al WSJ preoldent 
Robert L Caret 
When asked what direction her career 
will take
 after she reaches San Jose, the 
37 -year -old Zoltan said she is looking 
around and has no idea what will come 
up. "I consider the move a wonderful 
adventure," she said. "I always look to the 
next challenge." 
While it's hard to believe that a women 
of Zoltan's stature would give up a thriv-
ing career, she makes it clear that she is 
willing to do it for awhile. 
She said that if there is anything she 
has learned from her graduate and under-
graduate studies, it's how to anticipate 
what may happen. She said confidently 
that her specialty is anticipating human 
factors and that she has learned how to 
work within those parameters. 
Zoltan, who is still at Towson State, 
won't be moving to San Jose, or leav!ng
 
her  positions until the close of the spring 
semester. 
Melody Haymire, an administrative 
assistant
 at Towson, said everyone will be 
sorry to see Zoltan leave. 
"She was easy to work
 with. I think 
she's a 
wonderful person, and she's very 
good with students. When it comes to 
scheduling or advising,
 she takes things 
(student's needs) into 
account." 
Annette Chappell, dean of undergradu-
ate studies and college of liberal arts, 
hired Zoltan as associate professor on the 
recommendation of the psychology 
department. It was also Chappell who pro-
moted Zoltan to her subsequent positions 
at Towson. "She's very bright, . . . very 
highly motivated and . . . very capable," 
Chappell 
said. 
Chappell told of an experience she said 
illustrates how easy
 it is to work with 
Zoltan. 
"A year ago," she 
said,  "when we had 
very serious ice storms, we were forced to 
make lightening changes in our new stu-
dent orientation. She (Zoltan) simply, on 
the fly, restructured the whole orientation 
process so that we could get all those stu-
dents oriented in two days instead of 
three. She's good at thinking through (a 
situation) and making something happen." 
Zoltan and Caret have been married for 
two years. It's a second  marriage for both 
of them. They have four children between 
them. The children are Colin and 
Katherine (Kate) Caret, age 15 and 12 
respectively, and Katalyn (Kat) and Kellen 
(Kelly) 
Ford,  age 10 and 8. 
Zoltan said she's looking forward to 
doing those things which involve her fami-
ly. "I have a wonderful spouse, a wonder-
ful 
family,  a wonderful career." 
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Jcl, 8, Katherine
 (Kate) Caret. 12. and 
Kalalyn (Kat) 







































 life of a pampered student! 
Curtner Gardens
 has studio apartments
 for you, 
beginning at $535! 
 AI inutes from SJS11 and next to Light Rail. 
At Ilwy 87. 
r  Fully 
furnished.  
(TRTNFR 
Single and dual 
occupancy
 available. 
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 times a week.
 She 
also 
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personally  with hiring




 who need to 
fill  positions 
immediately. 
 
Companies  seeking 
college
 graduates. 
 Explore new 
lobs,  careers, 
industries.
 
 Come dressed 
professionally.


















Yuna Kang, 20, spends
 two days a 
week








































































 a healthy 
heart this 
Valentine's 
Day  other then 
walk-
ing to the
 store to buy
 a box of 
chocolates  for a 
loved one. 
The 
heart  is a 
muscle
 that 





















 to name a 
few. Aerobic 
HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES 
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY. 




tn waffles and cheese fries with gravy 
are delicious, regardless of the hour. 
Visit a local court of law. 
Plenty of seating, unique
 conversation and 
drama
 that improves the later it 
gets.  
Be the gym night janitor. 
Work out at your 
leisure
 




for lat pulldowns or the 
erg. 
Get a Citibank Classic card. 
[01









OUT FOR YOU. 







4.1 99,,  
r_Atutrole
 (South  NakotAA 
N A 
activities
 help strengthen the 
heart muscle which leads to a 
stronger heart. 
Carol 
Sullivan, lecturer of 
Aerobics, 
Step  Training and 
Fitness walking has a rule, 
using  the word FIT, which she 




F is for frequency. Sullivan 
recommends
 doing some type 
of aerobic activity three times a 
week. 
I  is for intensity. Intensity 
refers to how hard 
one  works 
out which should be within 60 
to 85 percent
 of one's heart 
rate.  To find the 
maximum
 
heart  rate, take 220 and sub-
tract your
 age. Then take 60 per-
cent of that figure 
to find the 60 
percent heart rate.
 The process 
is repeated again to find
 the 85 
percent heart rate. 
T  is for time.
 Workouts 
should consist of 
at least 20 
minutes of aerobic/cardiovascu-
lar activity each time. 
If you are a person 
who gets 
tired easily and is 
huffing and 
puffing when wring
 up a flight of 
stairs, you should
 take notice of 
















 SJSU also has a Sport 
Club located 
in the lower level 
of the Event 
Center.  
Current  students have 
free
 
access to the full 
service Sport 
Club
 which offers a 
weight 
room, seven 
Stairmasters,  five 
stationery











 locker rooms and
 show-
ers. The Sport 
Club  will also 





 is geared 
toward















 Sparta aerobics 
supervisor, says
 that Step/Slide 
aerobics




step  aerobics with 
the 
slide Reebok
 board. Step/Slide 
aerobics 









 offered include 
CardioFunk  which is a variation
 
of 
aerobics  using 



















































































































 it puts no 
stress on one's 
joints. 
Another









the Health Services 
building.  
Susan Kent, who runs the 
biofeedback program, said that 
the program 




can lower their 
heart rate, anxiety and muscle 
tension. 
"When we reduce 
stress, it 
allows everything to 
function  
better," Kent said. 
Students can reduce stress 
and keep their hearts healthy 
by swimming in the aquatic cen-
ter across from 
the  Event 
Center.
 
So there is no excuse this 




"is to be able to push 
myself every workout and still
 
be able to work
 out the next 
day," said Kiersten 
Johnson, 
graduate
 student in education. 
This is one 
goal all should fol-
low sr our 
hearts  are in tiptop 
condition
 for our 
loved  ones 
this 


























































































































































































































































































































































Jose,  CA 95192, 
or fax arti-
cles









address,  phone 
number, 
signature 



















 Word on 
the  
Macintosh, 




of the Spartan 
Daily and will











  SPARTAN DALY 
SJSU'S Alan Alvistur 
serves  to a Stanford player during their doubles match. Alan and his
 partner Martin 
Crampton
 lost the 








E I I I I I 
The Spartans men's team (0- 
3) fell 8-1 to UNLV (3-4) 
Saturday at Spartan Courts. 
The lone win came in dou-
bles, where Ryan Sellschop and 
Marcus Bailey teamed
 up for a 
8-4 
victory.  
The Spartans (4-5) picked up 
their second straight win 
defeating Cal Poly -San Luis 
Obispo (2-3) 9-4 Sunday at 
Municipal Stadium. 
Spartan 
Jason  Boesch had 
four hits to 
lead a 13-hit attack. 
Eric Pini (1-0) picked up the 
win in relief. 
The Spartans (15-7) handed 
OCC (9-1-1) 
its first loss, 3-1 on 
the road Friday and then beat 
SDSU 
2-1 on Saturday in San 
Diego. 
Mike Craig, Tony Destro and 
Kevin Daly scored against OCC. 
Nick Jones and Keith Shore 
scored against SDSU. 
San Jose hosts Cal on Friday 
at the Ice Centre at 8 p.m. 
Sae 
s 
PHOTO BY JANET BLACKBURN  SPARTAN DAILY 
Straight
-talking  



















































University  at 
the







































FSU  is 
ranked  
number  
































 a 3-0 victory.
 
Corina 
Lilly  was the 
winning 
pitcher








Ruelas  belted a 
triple 
on 
Sunday's  opener, 
one of nine 
hits for 







 FSU (6-0)) 
team,














 but lost 4-0. 
Jill 











 added that 
they 
played hard but 
Just weren't a 
match 






 played three 
games on Saturday,
 losing all 
three.
 
In the first game San Jose
 was 




 the Santa 
Clara Broncos edged out the 
Spartans
 2-1. The Bulldogs again 
blanked the 
Spartans,  1-0 in the 
fourth  game of the 
tournament.
 
On Sunday, the Spartans 
opened up 
with
 their first win of 
the season against
 the Broncos 
with a 3-0 victory. 
The celebration
 was short-
lived when the Spartans were 
crushed by the 
Bulldogs  8-0 in 
game two of the day. 
When asked about what spe-






Tawney said, "We need to 
work as a team. We 
just  need 
time to get 
to know each 
other  
and
 how each one 
of
 us plays." 
basketball  
The San Jose 
women's
 team 




 Fullerton (9-10, 
6-6)  Friday 
in Fullerton. 
Kari Steele
 was the lone 
dou-
ble-digit scorer for 








 days later, the 
Spartans 
(4-18, 2-11)
 were dealt a 
71-61 
defeat to UC Irvine





in the loss and Steele





We are now open at our Hugh 
Gillis Hall store. 









 "Seattle's Best Coffee- - 12 distinctive Mends 
 1 spresso beverages - lry 
out
 /eget/thin. /th7c/ia! 
 Flavored iced tea,
 'wee and sparkling water 
 Roast Beef, Vegetarian and Turkey sandwiches 
 Gum-met Bagel`, alld spreads
 from "The Posh Bagel" 
 Pastries from "Rebecca's 
Mighty  Muttins" 
Voted "#1 Gourmet coffee in 
the Nation" - 1994 
Hours of operation at our MacQuerrie II all and Hugh Gillis Stores: 
Monday - Thursila 7 AM - 7 PM 
Fridays: 7 
AM - 2 I'M 
.!hip on your laptop and 
you're
 brushing up against our 
technol-
ogy. Zap an 
electronic  FAX off from your PDA 
or check out the 
hottest CD-ROM
 title on your multimedia 
workstation,  and you're 
putting









 and telecom 
technologyvirtually  all 
electronic  media depends 
on analog devices for
 AID conversion. 
And Micro Linear 
people  are the Artisans of 
Analog,  creating a 
new genre in 
this generation's most exciting
 technology. 
As a newly
 hired grad, you will 
experience  a compelling. 
rewarding 
experience  from the 
start.
 Guided by our dynamic
 
mentoring 
program, you will be 
designing  right away. Not 
a bad 
beginning for an emerging
 artist. 
The leading OEMs in the 
world look to Micro 
Linear  and our far-
reaching
 family of analog 




 your craft at Micro
 Linear. And make 
an impact the world 
will  notice! 
ANALOG 'DESIGN
 ENGINEERS 
It you're an MSEE graduate 
with strong transistor -level 
analog 
fundamentals,  
we'd like to talk with you. Apply 
your
 skills to chip 
definition, circuit 
design, simulation, layout 
supervision,  debug-
ging and 
characterization,  releasing the 
product
 to production. 
These are 
excellent opportunities to 
learn advanced analog IC 
design while
 developing systems 
engineering  skills. 
Micro Linear.
 Make a bold stroke. Sign 





March  6th 
Career Planning
 & Placement Center
 
If unable to sign up for an 
interview, please mail or FAX 
your 
resume and
 transcripts to: Micro Linear. Human Resources, 2092 
Concourse 
Drive, San Jose, CA 95131. 
FAX:
 (408) 432-0383. we 
are an 
equal  opportunity employer.
 
44. Micro Linear 
THE ARTISANS OF ANALOG 
 











 (AP)  Wor-
kers at seven Planned Parent-






pressure on the 




the help of a federal 
mediator, negotiations 
stalled  
six weeks ago over
 two major 
issues, salaries
 and whether the 
clinics 
would  be open shops. 
About 100 employees, includ-
ing receptionists, physicians' 
assistants and other workers 
from the seven clinics, voted 
overwhelmingly to be repre-
sented by Service Employees 
International Union Local 790A. 
Planned Parenthood man-
agers declined to comment, but 
in a statement said the agency 
"continues to be available to 





 organizers say employ-
ees have 
authorized
 a strike, 
but haven't yet 
set  a date. 
Employees 
have
 also decided 
against
 informal pickets 
that 
could 
affect  services at some 
clinics. 
"The folks who work 
there  
are committed to the organiza-
tion, so they decided to make 
an effort to go to the public 
before they strike," said Kim 
Waldron, an SEIU organizer. 
Employees want to have 
an 
agency shop, in which those 
who  don't join the union would 
still have to pay a certain fee to 






shop, meaning only those 
who 
join would pay. By law, 
the 
union must represent all work-




In terms of salaries, workers 
say they want a 3 percent 
raise  






Engineering (ME/EE) Students 
 Are ou a quality -minded, results -oriented professional with the 
desire and ability to do more'? 





ould you like to work in a fast -paced, challenging environment, 
ith high visibility and opportunity to iliac significant  
contributions'?
 
If you answered YES to these questions: 
stEyker
 
may  have an opportunity for you! 
 Fortune 500 
Company
 
 20% annual growth since 1977 
 Forbes rated Stryker one of the "200 Best Small Companies" for 
10 consecutive year; 
 Named by Business Week as one of the "Most Innovative 
Companies" in America 
 Successful medical device manufacturer with locations in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan and San Jose, California 
Career opportunities include: 
 
Buyer 
 Marketing Associate 




 Engineering Co-ops ('96 
grads)  
Visit as at the Event Center 
Wednesday,
 March 1, 1995 
10:110 a.m. - 
3:00  p.m. 
For those unable 





 March 13, 1995, to: STRYKER ENDOSCOPY, 
Human Resources 
Representative,  210 Baypointe Parkway, San 
Jose, CA 95134; Fax: 
408-943-9260.  No phone calls plea.se. 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
 Action Employer. 
San Jose State University SPARTAN 
DAILY
 
PHOTO BY JEFF CHM  SPARTAN DAILY 
Marcus Johnson, left, Leighton Lang, middle, and Victor Dawson practice moves of an African Step dance in the music building on Friday. The African Step 
Show will take place Sunday, 
Feb.  19 in Morris Dailey Auditorium. 
Step 
dance 
From page I 
atmosphere from the Step Show." 
The biggest problem the Step Show coun-
cil has is funding the annual
 program, Lang 
said. He believes potential sponsors face a 
dilemma 
when  asked to participate in the 
annual  Greek show. 
"There is a stigma 
on
 every campus," 
Lang said. "When you have a black organi-
zation, people think there is going to be a 
problem and that we need more security." 
"All we're trying to do is get a crowd and 
have a nice
 time," he said. 
Lang said the Step Show council also has 
problems with SJSU's Associated Students 
office.
 
Nicole Legardy, a senior psychology 
major and a secretary in the A.S. Business 
Office, said she has seen certain groups, 
particularly blacks, struggle with keeping 
costs for on -campus events reasonable. 
"They bring out security that you didn't 
know about," said Legardy. "Just because 
you have had problems before, doesn't 
mean you should
 be hassled." 
There haven't been any altercations at 
the 
Step  Show in the last five years, Lang 
said, but the problems of the past have had 
an influence on the council's ability to put 
together what they feel would 
be a good 
show.
 
"The additional charges take away from 
what  you want to do," he said. 
Step Show council Assistant Treasurer 
Marcus Johnson said poor judgments 
by the council have forced the organizers 
to come up with other ideas to 
raise  
funds for the 
debt
 it is in. 
"Bad decisions have 
made  the council try 
to make more money," 
Johnson said. 
Johnson said fraternities on campus have 
also found reasons not to participate in the 
Step Show. 
Although there are fraternities from as far 
away as Ohio 
scheduled  to appear, only two 
fraternities will be representing 
SJSU at the 
show, Sigma Phi 
Rho  and  Omega Psi Phi. 
"There is a sense among
 organizations on 
campus  that the Step Show is a lost cause," 
said Johnson, a member
 of Alpha Phi Alpha, 
Inc. 
Lang hopes this year 
marks a return of 
the unity the Step 
Show was originally sup-
posed to represent. 
"That's what the 
theme  is all about," he 
said. "Can 
we
 deal with the changes?" 
Most Americans don't 
practice
 safe sex, survey shows 
WASHINGTON (AP)  Ameri-
cans don't know their 
risk for 
sexually transmitted diseases or 
their partners' sexual histories, 
and consequently don't protect 
themselves, a survey shows. 
The survey, to be released 
Tuesday, found 75 percent of 
Americans don't believe they 
could catch a sexually transmit-
ted disease, even 
though
 doc-






































singing  it 23.000 finreC. 
Tony slips 
up 
"The message is: 
Know  
enough 
to assess your risk 
before you decide not to worry" 
about sexually transmitted dis-
eases. "It's a serious problem," 
said Ethel Klein of EDK 
Associates, which conducted 
the survey for pharmaceutical 
maker Burroughs Wellcome
 Co. 
The survey marks the 
release  
of a new booklet, 
developed  by 
a coalition of medical organiza-
tions, with explicit instructions 
for detecting the often 
hidden 
symptoms of sexual diseases. 
The government says one in 
four Americans may get a sexu-
ally transmitted disease, 
which 
left untreated can cause infertili-
ty or even death. 
The survey oi 1,000 adults 
attempted to 
assess  Americans' 
sex lives,
 but turned up contra-
dictions that 
Klein  says illus-
trate people's "very complicat-
ed feelings about sexuality." For 
CAFÉ ANGST BY HOLLEY IRVINE AND HANS BJORDAHL 
oLAF,  
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example, 76 percent insisted 
they're in monogamous relation-
ships  but 51 percent
 said 
they knew at least 
four people 
who had more than one
 sex 
partner in the
 last year. 
Men reported 
more sex part-
ners: 51 percent 
claimed six or 
more, 
compared  with 25 per-
cent
 of women. And 28 percent 
of men reported at least 11 sex 
partners, compared
 to 10 per-
cent of women. 
MAYBE















 BY STEVE 
MOORE  
I 
plan  to 
retire  
at the lop 
of my 
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of condoms in preparation for National 
Condom  
Day today. The 
graduating  biology
 
major works in the 
Condom
 Co-op 


































BE A FRIENDI 
















 experience for 
psychology, social 
work,  OT. 
nursing or 










needed  to participate 
in 
research on ethnic 
identity  & 






ART STUDENTS' MAKE MONEY 
on 
your
 arts & crafts.  For more 
info, 
call  Dora at 5733446. 
raw STUMM DURAL MAN: 
Exams and x-rays no  charge. 




For brochure see 
AS.  Office or 
all (BOO) 6553225. 
FAST FUNDRAISER  raise $500 
In 5 Pays - Greeks, groups.
 clubs. 
motivated
 inJividuals. Fast, 
easy - No financial 
obligation.  
1-800-775-3851 ed. 33. 
MEE PAGER! For just designating 
NTC as your
 long distance carrier. 
Ask about our 204/min.
 anytime, 
anywhere, never
 a surcharge 
calling  card. NTC - A new kind of 
long 
distance




 PIZZA NOW SERVING 
tasty Buffalo Wings and Pizza. 
Call 298-3030. 
ADOPTION: We're a happily 
married couple (preschool 
teacher/  
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a 
newborn baby. We will provide a 
secure loving
 home, extended 
family,
 
and  2 silly Bassett Hound 
dogs who 
love kids, too! We will 
love this child with all our hearts. 
If you are considering adoption 









Sperm  Donor. 
Healthy
 males,






































































lowest  prices 































































































































Earn $9 to Ell/hr. Flex hrs. 
Own Car, 
Good
 DMV & Ins. Req.
 
San Jose or 








Customer Service Dept. Enthusi-
astic, out -going & service oriented
 
person 
wanted  to work 
Tuesdays  
& Saturdays. Previous 
cashier 
experience  preferred. Apply in 
person at 
Stanford  Bookstore,  
Stanford  University. Call for 
directions   
415-329-1217.  
CHILDCARE&
 UTE HOUSEWORK 
For Los Gatos family. 18-20 hrs/ 
week. Afternoons 
& early eves. 










Los Gatos area. Skills required: 
 
Computer  Data Entry 
 Good Communication
 Skits. 
Fax resume to Rachel 408-261-7044. 
NOW HIRING: The Old Spaghetti 
Factory is looking for an entry 
level bookkeeper, avail. M -F, 
8-5. 
Apply  in person.
 51 N. 
San Pedro Downtown. 
THE INFORMATION CENTER in 
the Student Union is may accepting 
applications for employment. 
Must be available mornings 
and some evenings. 
Contact  the 




Java Mia, a San Jose based cor-
poration, is an 
exciting  start-up 
company providing gourmet coffee 
to consumers. 
We
 are presently 
seeking candidates who enjoy 
cof-
fee and a 
fast -paced environment, 
for the following opportunities: 
TELESALES AGENTS 
Our 
Call Center is hiring P/T 
employees who enjoy sales and 
project a friendly,  
outgoing  
personality.
 Requires professional 
attitude,
 PC skills, pleasant phone 




FULRILLATENT  AGMS 
Our off -sight Fulfillment Center 
is
 
hiring P/T employees. Position 
requires an outgoing, professional
 
personality,
 organization skills, 
accuracy 
& attention to 
details.
 
some  order processing
 experi-
ence




and a flexible schedule. 
Great for 
students!! 






























working  with 
people














 P.O. Box 2337,
 Sei Jose. 
















District is seeking qualified
 
Math
 & Science teachers! 
Excellent salary
 & benefits! 
Call








































Blvd. Santa Clara. 















clubs/bars in Bay Area. Full time
 
April -Nov. Good pay and 
internship  
possibilities. 
Must  be 21 years
 of 
age.  Send resume (arid 
some-




 you really want to 
get
 our attention) to 
COOL JOB, 
c/o BOS Marketing,
 1 Technology 
Dr. Ste. C515, Irvine, CA 
92718  
or fax 714753-1707. 
MOUNTAIN 
MIKES PIZZA 
Delivery driver & kitchen 
help.  





 apply at 






positions  for 
preschools  & 
school
-age
 day care programs. 
Great  job for male or female 
students. Prefer 
6-12  units In 






 & growth, great 
benefits  for fulltime. Many 
times  
we
 can vAdrk around your 
schedule.
 





CASH  $ 
up to $120/week! 
Become a Sperm 
Donor.  
Healthy







415-324-1900,  M -F. 
8-5pm.  
GRAPHIC
 DESIGNER (students 







Shop desired). Must be able 
to work 





 in a recreational setting. 
Familiarity w/ 




 Schedule flexible. 
23-25 hrs/wk 








PIZZA DELIVERY DRIVERS Earn 
hourly wage. mileage & tips. Call 
Domino's 298-3030
 or 9233030. 
PT ADMIN FOR LAW FIRM. Light 
phones,
 filing & 
bookkeeping.
 
Flexible schedule. 15-20 hrs/wk. 
Computer & pap* skills a must Cox 
& Asecc. Fax raexneto4082356693 
BACK TO 
SCHOOL  JOBS. Hiring 
today. 5 part 
time positions 
available.
 Starting at 
$10/hour,  
up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st 







P/T evening positions for 
articulate  and motivated per-
sons with opportunity for 
advancement,
 travel & benefits. 
Silicon Valley Tonics 
Coalition.  
Call  288-7882, 1-4pm.
 E.O.E. 
SUBSTITUTES. Small World 
Schools
 is hiring students
 to work 











 Education. This 
is a great posiiton for both 
male 
or 
female  students. We can work 
around
 most school 
schedules
 - 
even if you are 
only available 1 or 
2 afternoons a week. Call our 
Corporate Office 
at 408-257-7320. 










near SJSU. Beverly 995-5905. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 




Bartenders  School,  
CRUISE 
SNIPS  HIRING -Earn Lc 
to $2,000-0-/month. World travel. 




 For info. call 
1-206634-0468 ext. C60412. 




Info  call 
202-298-8957.
 












 $1 7,0 00 + 
expenses. 
800-308-7367.  
$13.00 PER HOUR TO START! 
Sales - Weekends & Evenings. 
Green Thumb Lawn Service 
Start this Saturday. 
408-253-8818.
 
MARKETING ASSOC: Direct mail, 
IBM 
literate,
 fluent English 
$7.15 
IT.,
 15-20 hr/wk 243-9173. 
RENTAL HOUSING  
ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 bath 




9th & E. William St. 
Call 
Tricia
 or Robert 971-0669. 
GATEWAY APTS.
 Free cable. 
Laundry 
room. Rent starting 
at 
$750./mo.





 Rosalind Luna. 
2 
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Hogan
























 In car 
glove
-compartments  





you've  been 
carrying
 around in 
your  wallet 
for six
 months in 
hope
 Is not 
good for safe 
sex,"  he said. 
One manufacturer
 offers sim-
ple  squares of 
latex,  called 
"lollys,"  that many 
women can 
use with oral sex. 
The 
Condom Co-op, 
which  is 
in room 




 building on 
10th 
and San Carlos 
streets, provides 
16 varieties of 
condoms
 at dis-
Certain  advertisements In 
these column
 may refer the 
reader
 to specific 
telephone  
numbers or 




should  be 
reminded that,





 require complete 
Information
 before sending 
money for 
goods  a services 
In addition,
 readers should 
carefully 
investigate  firms 
offering employment listings
 
orcoupons for discount 
vacations
 or merchandise. 
760 S. 11TH
 STREET APTS. 
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very 
clean. 
Security type 
bldg.  Laundry. Cable. 
Ample 




 ride bike to 
school. Responsive 
management.  
We take advance deposits. 
8720 -$770/mo. Call 288-9157. 
SHARED HOUSING
 
2 ROOMS TO 
RENT - $295. (A. 
1/5 ubl. Avail. 2/15. Female stLdents 
only. Cat 292-4705
 or 298-2407. 
A GREAT PLACE TO UVEI Close 
to  campus, secure, meals
 incl., 





Share,  clean 
Cabo in safe, quiet neighborhood. 
1/2 block to 
Light  Rail/Fvry. 85. 
W/D & Jacuzzi. Own Room. 




There is nothing compared to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
skydiving!
 Tandem. Accelerated 
Reefall, Turbine Aircraft. SJSU 
student owned and operated. 
BAY AREA SKYDIVING 
1-5104344575 
SPORTS 
SCORES & INFO 
Nationwide,
 up 
dated  e.ely 
15 min. 
1-900-988-2704 - $2.49
 per min. 












Enhance your natural 
beauty!  
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows. 
Expires June 1st. 1995. 
408-3793500  
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E. Campbell
 Ave. *17, 
Campbell, CA 95008. 
HAVING A 
BAD HAIR DAY? 
Say 
no




We guarantee the 
Best 
Haircuts,








receive a discount on any service. 
Multicuts is located 
inside The 
Multicuttural
 Center. 826 S. 2nd St., 
corner
 of Reed. 
Walk-in  Welcome, 

















 The staff, as 
part of the




 is trained 
to offer up-
to-date, general 

























Co-op doesn't sell 
female condoms, the health cen-
ter will 
host  an informational 
lecture 
and question session on 
the 
new birth control method 
next month.
 The free seminar 
will be held 
from
 12:15-1:15 p.m. 
March 1 In the
 Umunhum room 
at the Student 
Union.
 




 Battle, Jr., 
the health 






anyone to do anything 
but learn 
about it." 
Hogan said condom sales 
have increased at SJSU, 
a good 
sign in California, one 
of the 
nation's 
epicenters  of the AIDS 
epidemic. 
"Just having people know 
about AIDS, that it's a leading 
cause of death for women 25 to 
40, doesn't help them," Hogan 
said.
 
"It scares them, but human 
beings are such that they need 
on -going support. Safe sex is a 
decision people have to make 
again 
and  again." 
For more information about 
condom use, safe sex and sexu-
ally 
transmitted diseases, call 
the  Co-op at 924-6143. 
Phone:









 probe or 
disposable. 
335 S. Baywood 





Si State Univ. Students! No exp. 
nec. Will 
train.























for Lowest Fares 















SJSU  for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Goad
 Drivers" 
"Good Rates for Non
-Good Drivers" 
SPECLAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" "Family Multicar" 







Saturdays  9-2. 
TYPING 
FASTEST
 TYPIST IN SAN 
JOSE1  
Accuracy  is my specialty. Fast turn 
around. 
Resumes,
 student pacers. 
correspondence. Worked with SJSU 






rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!! 
A ict) dcne always.








 8 EXPERIENCED 
Professional Word Processing! 
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing & 
Group Projects,  Resumes. Letters. 
Manuscripts.  etc. WordPerfect 
5.1. 
HP Laser IL Al formats, specializing 
in APA. Spelling, 













aKitd  disappentmen. call 
now to 
reserve  your time! Call 
PAM 
247.2681  (8am-8pm).  Plus 
SweAdditionsiShifte Retinal! 
WORD PROCESSING






 Term papers 
"Group
 projects 
*Thesis  "Letters 'Applications 
' Resumes 'Tape transcription. etc. 
Nursing/Math/Science/English. 
Laser printer. 
Days  & evenings. 
7 cle,s. 
SUZANNE, 446-5658. 
I  HATE 
TO
 TYPEI 
If this got your 
attention,  give your 




 for you! 
Resumes,  
term papers & theses. 




Pick-up and Delivery - $2.00. 
Cash 
only.  Call Julie - 445-0707. 
DAILY
 CLASSIFIED - 
LOCAL RATES 
FOR NanoNAL / AGEncv 
RATES eau. 408-924-3277 
Print your ad 
here.  Line is 30 spaces,




 ElDflEILfl  
OFT_JH
 
71-T  -1-j 
DEECOODEIDOMHHH
































Slim. $8 $10 
$12 


















After the fifth 
day,
 rate Increases 
by
 $1 per day. 
First line (25 spaces) set in 
bold for no extra charge 
Up to 5 additional
 words available in bold 



























 is located 
in Dwight Bentei Hall Room 209 
 
Deadline 10 00 
am
 two weekdays
 before publication 
























 Real Estate 
_Announcements*  _Services 


















 _Scholarships  
 Spacial student 
rates  available for these 
classifications.$5.00  for 3 Ilne 
ad for 3 days. Ads must be 
placed  in person in 
DBH209, between 10am 
and 2pm. Student ID required.
 
**Lost
 &  Found ads are 
offered  free, 3 lines for 
3 days, as a service 
to









our specialty. Laser printing. 
Free 
spell check
 and storage. APA, 
Turablan











 Word Processing. 
Call  Paul
 
or Virginia 408-2510449 
NORMA'S TYPING SERVICE 









I CAN MEET YOJR 










CALL MARCIA 266-9048 













from  campus! 
SERVICES 
WRITING ASSISTANCE any 
subject. Why suffer and get 
poor 
grades when help is 
just
 a call 
away? Harvard 
Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) assists with 
research & writing. Tutorial also 
avail. 












other langs. spoken. 
Foreigners 
welcome!
 Call today 
for free 








 TEST INFO 
1 in 2 employers conduct
 drug 
tests or their 
empoyees.  If you 
use or have used drugs you
 need 
to know the facts.
 Learn about 
the drug testing  










































gave my son the very best start in 
Irfe.
 !CHOSE 
his parents & we care 
deeply about
 each
 other. If you're 
pregnant
 & not sure what
 to 00, 
call
 me. 




MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALL! 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop 
shaving,  waxing,
 tweezing or 
using
 
chemicals.  Let us 
perrna-
nenty remove your unwanted hair. 
Back  Chest - Lip  Bikini - Chin - 
Tummy






1/2 price if made 
before June 1, 
1995. 
Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  










 2336 El Camino 
Real, 
Santa  Clara. 
Mon Fn: 8 
















































































61 Stove part 
63 Inactive 
64 Type




66 A la - 
(menu  
choice) 
67 - dunes 
68 




 appear in the 
rum iaN'ut: 
PREVIOUS
 PUZZLE SOLVED 
OMMM MAIM MEMO 
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volcanic  glass 
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37 Prayer end 














45 Flipped a coin 
47 
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 14, 1995 
New 
Age 
From page 1 
New 
Age  music, books and medi-
cine, seeking holistic ways to 
improve





New  Age remedies, which 
include Eastern philosophy, 
ancient African
 healing prac-
tices and new technology,
 extend 
beyond modern medicine. 
Aromatherapy, the practice of 
inhaling  the extracted oils of 
herbs, is becoming a popular 
alternative
 to over-the-counter 




The healing method began in 
ancient Egypt and is now
 used 
throughout Europe and Asia. For 
example, Japanese business own-
ers use lemon extracts to pro-




 participants chose 
to research sound 
therapy,  
another healing 
method  that has 
gained acceptance in the last 
few years. 
Sound therapist Wayne Perry 
claims he can cure almost 
all physical ailments with re-
corded tapes of his "multi -
tracked
 voice." 
He believes that everyone 
emits frequencies. If a person 
is missing
 a frequency, this 
will cause an ailment. Perry 
claims to have cured everything 







 families, college stu-
dents and professional business
 
people, all seeking self-improve-
ment. 
"I 
started  going to expos to 
empower and educate myself,"  
said  Valerie Curcuo. "I've noticed 
a progressive change in my life 
from when I first
 started going to 
expos. I used 
to focus on my 
physical health, but 
now  I'm 
focusing on 
my mental health." 
The combination of 
physical
 
and mental health 
could be char-
acteristic of a generation. 
"We are a 
recovery  and healing 
society," said Scot Guenter,
 a pro-
fessor of American 
studies
 at San 
Jose State University. 
"The 
'70s  was a 'we' era, 
the '80s was the
 'just me' era 
and the '90s is the 'why 
me?'
 era. 
We are at 
a whining stage. 
Collectively,
 a lot of people are 
suffering and 
need to cleanse 
themselves." 

















es from a large selection of 
crystals at Whole Life Expo. 
PHOTOS BY ANDY BARRON  
SPECIAL TO THE DALY 
Valentine's





CHICAGO  (AP)  Cheatin' 
hearts are big business on 
Valentine's Day.
 
On the day lovers are tradi-
tion -bound to show their devo-
tion, 
private investigators 
are kept busy with requests 
from people trying to find out 
if their 
spouses
 are spending  
Valen-tine's
 Day in somebody 
else's arms.
 
"Three businesses make 
money off Valentine's Day  
retail stores, the flower industry 
and detectives," said Miami pri-
vate detective Carlos Armenio 
Fernandez. "To us, this is like 
Christmas." 
The first clues may turn up 
months
 before Valentine's 
Day 









































































"civility  and 
respect" 
to stu-
dents and faculty. 
The  president
 heads to 
Southern
 California 
after  the 
speech 






Wednesday,  Clinton is to 
play in the Bob Hope 
golf tour-
nament at Palm Springs
 before 
flying 
back  to Washington. 
Clinton 
was last in California 
on Jan. 17 
to visit Northern 
spouse never receives. 
It's the Valentine's
 Day ren-
dezvous itself that offers 
the  
chance to catch 
the  unfaithful 
partner  in 
the act. 
Jim, a 27 -year -old 
Chicago 
man, became 
suspicious  of 
his wife a 
month  before 
Valentine's 
Day  last year when 
he found
 a receipt for a $700
 
man's watch.
 Problem was, he 
never 
got the watch. 
When 
he offered to spend
 
Valentine's
 night with his wife 
rather
 than work his 
overnight  
shift, 
she  insisted that he 
work,  
saying 
she'd  stay home
 and 
watch television. 
Jim  hired a private 
detective, 
who 
caught Jim's wife 
on video-
tape attending a 
play, having 
dinner with one 






 sites and the 
area of the Northridge 
earth-
quake
 on its one-year anniver-




 is due back on April 8 
for 
the party's state convention in 
Sacramento.  
Valentine's  night 
at
 the actor's 
home. 
The  couple later 
divorced. 
"I think 
I knew, but ... I needed 
proof,"  said Jim, who 
asked  that 
his last name 
not be used. "It 
just
 put my mind at ease." 
















would  be out 
of
 
town on  





didn't leave town at all; 
a 
detective agency caught him on 




 they entered 
a hotel room. 
"I was 
even  thinking of invit-
ing the 
whole family, having 
them 
watch the video," 
Rebecca 










catch  their cheating
 mate 
in 






Investigations  in 
Chicago,
 said he 
checks  his 












 Food In 
Town! 
,  Beautiful 
Atmosphere  






Seats  24 
Lunch  
11:30 AM
-2:30  PM 
Dinner 
Sun-Thur. 4:30pm-9:30pm 
Fri & Sat 4:30pm-10:00pm 
1551 
Weal tamplw.11 eve .1.840.41 
Tel 
4003784009
 Foe 40837112905 
fronting her fiance
 at a hotel 
near
 an airport, where he'd met 
a girlfriend who 
flew  in from out 
of
 town, Mayer said. 
"She knocked on the 
door, 
pretending
 to be room service. 
He opened the door, and she 





ied Mayer to 
find her hus-
band in a compromising posi-
tion
 with his mistress.  She gave 
her husband a big kiss, wished 
him a Happy Valentine's Day 
and handed him a small pack-
age, 
which  he opened to reveal 
"one giant, dirty 




feel like he's ruining
 relation-
ships on 
Valentine's  Day. 
"Nobody 
likes to be 
deceived," he said. "I feel 
like 
I'm helping them out." 
And if any of 




Tuesday  will be a 
long,  hard day on the Job. 
"I'll be in my 
car with my 
video camera, cellular phone, 
tape recorder















page  1 
"Sometimes I determine that 
the student has been treated 
fairly, and explain
 that to the 
student," Saffold said. 
In dealing 
with grading issues, 
the ombudsman has had to 
arbitrate in disputes,
 such as 
lost papers or exams. Some 
cases are resolved informally, 
but many grading
 issues are 
referred to 
the  academic fair-
ness 
committee.  
In one case, the 
informal reso-
lution 





on a previous test to 
make 
up




 is currently in a 
transition period. 
Saffold will  leave
 the ombuds-
man position at 
the end of this 
semester to 
assume the full-
time duties of 
associated  vice 
president for student affairs for 
budget and personnel. 
Beverly Miles has 
been
 select-
ed as his replacement and is 
currently in training 
with 
Saffold through the end 
of this 
semester. 
Saffold graduated from SJSU 
Walsh 
From page 1 
said. 
Walsh,  who received his doc-
torate from the University of 
California 
at Berkeley in 1970, 
began his career on 
this  cam-
pus in 1966 as an assistant pro-
fessor of history. Since that 
time, he has held positions as 
associate professor and profes-
sor. 
"I came here from graduate 
school at Berkeley in 1966, and I 
loved (San Jose State),"
 Walsh 
said. 
He has been a dean since 
1989. Prior
 to that, he served as 
chair for the department of his-
tory, associate dean 
for the 
College of 
Social  Sciences and 
interim dean for the College of 
Social
 Sciences. 
He has published six books 
and numerous articles. The bulk 
of his work has 
focused on the 
experience of Irish immigrants 
in 
the United States. In 1972, he 
served as guest lecturer to the 
U.S. Embassy in Dublin, Ireland.
 
Walsh is scheduled to speak 
regarding
 his  books at 7:30 p.m. 


























































was  not solely 
limited. 
"It's  a crucial 
position  at the 
university,"  said 








 it's difficult for students
 to 
cope,
 and having the
 ombuds-
man helps," Batt said. 
"Saffold has done 
an excep-
tional job," Batt 
said. "He has 





 both students and 
faculty while 
doing it," Batt 
said. 
"I'm 
happy to be 
working 
under the direction
 of Saffold," 
Miles 
said. "I don't have any 
plans for 
changing  the 
position
 
when I take over 
for now." 
things Irish, Walsh
 said, "I went 




motor  oil 
on campus 
for 
slick  prizes! 
At the Maintainance Yard 
(10th & San Fernando) 
1 
1 am - 3pm, Mon -Fri. 
Santa Clara County Dept. of 



















 Fun & 
upbeat 
' No test or written work 




(510)  748-0126 
(415) 255-8886
 
Win a bike Or CD Player! 
Alternative Transportation Fair 
Feb.
 13 and 14 
10 AM to 2 
PM 
In The Art 
Quad,  or if inclement 
weather,  The Student Union. 
) Win prizes and 
receive free gifts 
) Pick up transit schedules and other info 
) Visit booths by Santa Clara 
Transit, 
CalTrain, SamTrans, Amtrak, Silicon 
Valley 

















Any nurse who just wants a job can 
find one. But if you're a nur, 
iiIl 
ing student who wants to be in 
command 
of your own career, consider - 
the Army Nurse Corps.
 You'll be treated as 
a competent professional, given
 your own 
patients and responsibilities
 commensurate 




Army  officer, you'll
 command the 
respect you deserve. And 
with the added 
benefits  only the Army can
 offers  $5000 
signing bonus,
 housing allowances
 and 4 
weeks  paid vacationyou'll be well in com-
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 now.  
Walsh 
said,  "I went 











3pm, Mon -Fri. 






































































PHOTOCARD OPTION STUDENT 
DISCOUNTS  
PE TACH ALONG PERFORATION
 MOISTEN  I  l
 AT
 POlDAHO  SEAL
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PLEASE TELL US ABOUT
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ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL 
OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
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SCHOOL  ENROLLMENT 
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1CKNW 31519 HP0&& &&S1 
Your applkation cannot be processed ...how teas 
tnlormation
 411.1 *IP be subttanbaby 
delayed if you omit any osformation requested. (Be sure the copy Mows your name. 
Shod.,. and your 
Current  enrollment status. Photo< cloy both odes if necel.sarry.) 
PLEASE SIGN HERE 
CITIBAIWO 
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU. 
free gifts 









 OUT FOR YOU IN 
MORE WAYS THAN 
ANY OTHER 
CARD.  
No other credit card
 protects 
college
 students in 
as many 
ways





it's the most 
popular credit
 card among 
 ,..  .. -  ink Classic card, you can: 
PAY NO ANNUAL FEE.  .1 you'll also have a 
 .ite 
SEE THE WORLD











flights  on any airline,
 
. 
$50 off international flights
 
LOSE IT,AND ALL IS NOT LOST. ,."\, tn 
The Lost 
Wallet' Service zet emergency cash,  
a new card. usually within 24 hours,  
and help replacing 




 on many purchase 
BE PROTECTED BY YOUR
 FACE. Th( Photocard 
option
 gkies
 you added 
security
 trom theft
 by p 
your 
picture
 and signature permanently 
on the 
front  (_,! pour card. 
GET INSTANT CASH. emergencies. you can use 
-d to 




WRITE YOUR OWN TICKET. There's no cosigner or 
minimum income required. 
l   ill you
 need
 is a photocopy 
of your current
 
validated  student 
ID. 
To apply for a Citibank




 out and 
mail the 
attached application.Then relax. Because 
the credit card company that looks out for more students 
than any
 other will 
be
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